
Stillwater Stables 

Education Centre

Math & Language Classes 

2017-2018

GENERAL INFORMATION

SCHEDULE

6 week sessions, 1.5 hours per week
$75 per session
Group sizes between 5-8
All materials provided unless otherwise indicated
Learning takes place at Stillwater Stables Education Centre (in the barn, 
outside, in the classroom)
Will incorporate animals & nature

Session 1: September 18 – October 27, 2017
Session 2: November 6 – December 15, 2017
2018 schedule to be announced 



Junior Storytellers (ages 7-9) 

This class will focus on the building blocks of storytelling and the precursors to writing. Students will be 

guided and supported through activities that foster creativity, expression, and development of rich 

language. This class will encourage students to express themselves in a way that they are comfortable, 

be it verbally, kinesthetically, in writing, or through pictures. This class is appropriate for students with 

any level of reading and writing ability, including those who have not yet learned to read and write, and 

students with exceptionalities including dyslexia. 

Creative Storytelling & Writing (ages 10-12) 

This class is for students who are interested in exploring the building blocks of storytelling and creative 

writing, and give them a guided and supportive experience where they can express their thoughts and 

ideas through narrative storytelling and the written word. Later in the year students will explore various 

forms of storytelling and creative writing including poetry, picture books, novels, dance, music, and 

various forms of dramatic arts. This class is suitable for students of varying writing abilities.

STORY-TELLING & CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAMS

READING PROGRAMS

Budding Readers (ages 7-9) 

The Budding Readers program is designed for students who are learning to read. This supportive, 

engaging and fun program will guide students through the process of learning to read through 

individual and small-group instruction, incorporating games and activities that make reading fun and 

non-threatening. This class will help students develop skills of phonetic awareness and decoding. 

 Love of Reading (ages 10-12) 

The Love of Reading program is designed to incite a love and passion for reading in students of various 

reading levels. The focus of this class will be on reading fluency and comprehension, development of 

vocabulary, and fostering a love of reading! Students will explore rich literature and texts in a variety of 

different forms including picture books, myths, plays, short stories, chapter books, graphic novels, etc.  

MATH PROGRAMS

Active Math (ages 7-9) 

Active math is a math program to help students exercise their mathematical thinking skills in a 

supportive and collaborative group setting. This class will take students out of their chairs and up into 

the world of active, kinesthetic, real-life math by solving math problems around the farm at Stillwater 

Stables. We will go into the barn, out in the fields, and maybe even with horses to apply mathematical 

concepts to real-life problems at a developmentally appropriate level. 

Active Math (ages 10-12) 

Active math is a math program to help students exercise their mathematical thinking skills in a 

supportive and collaborative group setting. This class will take students out of their chairs and up into 

the world of active, kinesthetic, real-life math by solving math problems around the farm at Stillwater 

Stables. We will go into the barn, out in the fields, and maybe even with horses to apply mathematical 

concepts to real-life problems at a developmentally appropriate level.  

info@stillwaterstables.ca       (613) 404-4982



Katie LeMay, Educator

My name is Katie LeMay and I am an educator who is also 
a nature lover, explorer, animal lover, traveller, and lifelong learner, 
among other things. 

I live in Ottawa with my husband Raúl and our cat Penelope. Growing up 
in south Ottawa I spent my childhood travelling across Canada with my 
family, reading, camping, playing outside, and spending time with horses. 
I have always been a curious person who loves to learn – particularly in 
alternative settings that engage my mind, body, and soul. As a teenager, I spent my summers at the barn 
riding horses, competing in hunter shows, and working at summer camp teaching kids to ride and interact 
with horses – my first foray into the world of teaching. 

My thirst for knowledge and desire to explore the world led me to pursue a degree in International 
Development and Globalization, during which I spent time in various countries in Latin America working, 
volunteering, learning, and growing. 

After completing my degree, my experience working with children and youth led me to my first full-time 
job coordinating and delivering conflict resolution programs in schools with YOUCAN Youth Canada 
Association. My role at YOUCAN continued to evolve and gave me the opportunity to work with hundreds 
of diverse young people across the country by facilitating workshops, attending youth-focused 
conferences, developing alternative educational content, and providing programs for at-risk youth. 

My work at YOUCAN led to many years of involvement with other community and school based 
organizations around the city of Ottawa, eventually prompting me to become more formally involved in 
education through pursuing my Bachelor of Education degree at the University of Ottawa. I have been a 
private tutor for over 10 years, offering supportive and personalized experiences for students ranging 
from 8-17 years old, including homeschooled students as well as those in the public and private school 
systems. 

As a qualified teacher with a passion for alternative learning, I am thrilled to be working as an educator at 
Stillwater Stables Education Centre. Having known Bethany Groleau, owner and operator of Stillwater 
Stables, for many years through the world of horses, I now teach horsemanship lessons to beginners at 
Stillwater Stables, run summer camp programming, and am so excited to be offering academic classes & 
private tutoring to homeschool families beginning in September, 2017.
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MY PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
I believe that learning should be:

Experiential Supportive Collaborative Reflective Personal
Outside & 
Around 

Animals!



Stillwater Stables Education Centre 

613-404-4982

www.stillwaterstables.ca
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